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EDITOR'S NOTE
Spring is returning to this little island and, as is the norm for this time of
year, the weather is fumbling with its dial. Anyone who has ever
experienced the British weather will know all too well how unpredictable it
can be. Indeed, the only thing we Brits can say with any certainty is that the
weather will do what it wants, when it wants (with a very good chance of
showers, of course).
Last week, the British Isles were treated to a mini-summer - a heat-wave of
sorts that had us buying hats, sunglasses and ice-cream cones – and one
that was sure to end as suddenly as it began. This week, the skies are gunmetal grey and snow is ridding the beaches and village greens of those
once optimistic, scantily-clad sun worshippers. And yet, mention this very
common change in the weather to any Brit and they'll pour upon you a
fifteen-thousand word oral essay on the subject of their eyeball-popping
astonishment at how fiendish our climate can be. We Brits seem to be
biologically connected to the variables in our weather – I, myself, have been
guilty of describing a rainy day as miserable (try telling a Ugandan farmer
that the rain is miserable!)
So, while the grey day ticks quietly with drops of rain on the window ledge
and the world slowly greens, let's grab a cup of tea and a digestive biscuit
and enjoy a few senryu, kyoka and haiga and save the breath we all too
often waste on that darn weather. And what a selection we have, too,
complemented once again by a fascinating feature from Bruce Boynton
who, for this issue, met with the poets and founders of the captivating
Haiku Chronicles series, Alan Pizzarelli and Donna Beaver.
Happy spring, everyone...
Liam Wilkinson
April 2012

S.M. Abeles
Winter breaths
and many other things
I'd just as soon forget

I cup you quick,
my last match
in a windy life

Debbi Antebi
third glass of wine
repressed words
escapemymouth

I reintroduce myself
to Mom
with every spoonful I give her

Johnny Baranski
over a cold beer
the fire eater explains
how he does it

after one too many
a little out of tune
his air guitar

her wishes granted
the genie longs
for her to rub
his vessel
again

Maxianne Berger
talking
of Michelangelo
really
who on Facebook
would want to friend me

can't tell
a tree from its leaves
a bird by its song
walking through these woods
in blissful ignorance

in my next life
if I'm a girl again
maybe
the teacher will let me
be the snowflake

Melissa Bickel
her buttons pushed
he was shown the couch
with no blankets

Robyn Hood Black
om
the distant hum
of a leafblower

back to school
nip in the air
of my teenager

Bruce Boynton
Image: Lisa Pitcher

Mark E. Brager
morning star
all she keeps
from the one-night stand

contrails . . .
my pen runs dry
mid-doodle

Helen Buckingham
hot air
balloons

candify
the sky

6am
piercing contrails
businessmen chalking up the air miles

he props up the bar–
glares into the bottom
of his redundancy

Christmas babushka
falling out
with her big sister

Twelfth Night
playing frisbee
with the wreath

Helen Buckingham
relentless rain–
"Riders on the Storm"
stuck on a loop

Valentine's Day
I purse my lips
–bungle his handshake

Kirsten Cliff
visiting the in-laws
this dust on her
artificial flowers

Virginie Colline
the elderly man
his yawn
mine

suspended time
the hour got tangled up
in the ceiling fan

no more questions
too many jacks
in the box

Susan Constable
expecting
the dentist to order
a root canal
I happily pay the price
for being wrong

pressed for time
mother and daughter
meet at the gym
on the rowing machines –
go nowhere, together

a road
covered with worms
by spring rain
I watch my step as we talk
about the sanctity of priests

why does everyone
sit so quietly in church
I want to stand up
raise my voice and ask
for another opinion

Aubrie Cox
spring cleaning
everything reminds me
of her secrets

chips in the teacup
I remember
every spill

suicide note taped
to cracked glass
of the time machine
destination set "whenever—
anywhere but here"

scratches
on my R.E.M. CD
this is only
sort of the end
of the world

Tracy Davidson
leaky tap
the plumber fixes
his gaze on me

a change in the wind
I curse
my irritable bowel

we make love
finding comfort
in small things

he looks at me
and whispers
words of love
through the prison bars
turning my world upside down

he threw up
in the kitchen sink...
my mother's
best china
has never been the same

Jan Dobb
old friends
the comfy fit of each other's
silence

dark secrets
the cat flap click-clacks
in the night

pre-paid her shiny 'reserved' plaque
in the memory garden

valentine
she sniffs the scent of
paper roses

Margaret Dornaus
dog days
only bark left
on the trees

Curtis Dunlap
feeling clever,
i substitute what
for twat
and forgo the extra points
in scrabble...

let's slip quietly
into the tunnel
of love . . .
you see age spots,
but I see freckles

Garry Eaton
spring training
a rookie asks the veterans
for autographs

tossing the losing
basketball scores I miss again

she paces the street
in leopard leotards
looking for a signal

taxidermy shop
the urge
to whisper

Bruce England
“My God” she said,
“my Goddess” I said:
both of us laughing

Asked how he got
his washboard stomach:
“weights and throwing up”

Half-awake –
a fart becomes a string of
kanji characters

Shaken
after the car accident
she swears in Russian

Al Fogel
Mattel-Hasbro merger
Barbie, Ken & G.I. Joe
in love triangle

car dashboard
my plastic Jesus blesses
the plastic flowers

winter chill
no access
to hotspots

argument-his e-mail all in CAPS
hers in Bold

Virus Alert
I download my friends
before it's too late!

Terri French
zumba class
shaking more
than mama gave me

half-moon
again she lies
when he asks
"does size matter?"

Terri French

Dana Furrow
falling starswhose are these
saggy breasts?

hugging myselfI try to remember the
last time I was me

Heike Gewi
coloured laundry –
pulling out
the pink slip

in the midst
of cut flowers
… an admirer

Heike Gewi

Heike Gewi

Sanford Goldstein
first time
using his Japanese
chopsticks,
finds the mat he sits on
gets more food than his starving mouth

so old this month
and more dizzy than ever
at eighty-six,
find even standing up
requires four pairs of hands

trying to write
twenty humorous poems
for submission,
find my humor declines
on these hard Japanese mats

stopping
to urinate on the long drive
to my friend’s house,
find I misjudge the curb distance,
arrive holding my hat low

Sanford Goldstein
the whispers
in my turbulent dream
so low,
I wake and reconstruct
my blunders for five minutes

teaching
two women English at the gallery
celebration party.
I have a pencil, I tell them,
one woman says, “I hab a pencis”

an elderly artist
asks if he can draw
my portrait;
hesitant, I say sure,
but why in the world would you?

in tears
she tells us about divorcing
her violent husband–
she huddles face down
seeking comfort in her blouse

Tim Graves
My car rusts outside.
In the garage household junk
Topples on my head.

Five years down the line
My ex-wife sticks up for me
Against my girlfriend.

Joyce S. Greene
a clarinetist
lives in the apartment
just above us
we hear the first notes
of his third practice today

after opening up
to a coworker
I hear from my boss

Autumn Noelle Hall
the usual snore
keeping the moon and me
awake
I’ll not sleep while he’s here...
...I’ll not sleep when he’s gone

to the voting booth
like lemmings to the cliff
we race
some of us falling left
others falling right

I long to tell
the lonely attic poet,
"Let down your hair!"
even fair Rapunzel
had to leave her tower keep

the slap
I didn't deliver
stinging my hand

Cara Holman
winter constellations
my car keys
right where I left them

persistence of memory
my abs remember
yesterday’s Pilates

Gregory Hopkins
older now
my five o'clock shadow
arrives early

library restroom
I learn a new
dirty word

at thirty
she journals the names
of the mountains she has climbed

I spend the night
on her Facebook

waiting room
I push my father
into telling the truth

Leslie Ihde
standing on my head
your disappointed
eyes are smiling

Carol Judkins
facebookso many old friends
without a photo

M. Kei
oh baby
that is not a
hair do,
that is a
hair don’t

she wears
black bondage pants with
a Winnie the Pooh t-shirt
how awkward
to be thirteen!

G.R. LeBlanc
divorce papers
a red string on her glove
unravels

citizenship oath—
wearing a Canadian pin
made in China

facebook—
now good enough
for people
who used to ignore you

Chen-ou Liu
Mona Lisa smiles
at the woman in a burka...
art gallery

child beauty pageant
a pregnant mom pumps her fist
in the air

to go or not
to go to the condom aisle...
Valentine's Day

last night
the daughter-in-law made
mapo tofu
a hit at the dinner table...
I still smell of silence

Bob Lucky

blo
wind
hanging mics sway
in the breeze

work-place politics
Scrooge asks
if I'll be Santa

soft porn
too much butter
on the popcorn

it annoys me
how you want to share
dessert –
I wish you were here
to bug me about this mango

Bob Lucky
monday morning
after a long holiday
the world
seems inside out
like my underwear

once
I came home early
and caught you
singing a song I wrote –
it never happened again

Anna Martin (age 4)
Image: Wassily Kandinsky (public domain)
Image and poem combination by Anita Virgil

Susan Nelson Myers
what he says
what you hear funhouse mirrors

Robert Naczas
browsing for jobs –
my wife hands me
a broom

butcher’s –
everybody’s buying
some body

new guitar –
my wife gently weeps

Christina Nguyen
pink elephants Google never forgets

puddles everywhere
the neighbors who have money
for another purebred dog
but not enough
to fix the roof

80s music
the new
oldies

Milky Way
washing breast pump parts
after midnight

old playpen
a frog rattle falls in
the sound of baby's laughter
(apologies to Matsuo Basho
and R.H. Blyth)

Christina Nguyen
librarian
internal card catalog locked
after her stroke

a smirk of foxes patting ourselves on the back

bar check-ins
and suicide notes
January's cold
makes deep cracks
in Facebook walls

Rita Odeh

Featured Poets

Alan Pizzarelli & Donna Beaver
by Bruce Boynton

This month our featured poets are Alan Pizzarelli and his wife Donna Beaver. Alan is a
musician, singer, song writer, poet, the author of 12 chapbooks and the former senryu
editor of Simply Haiku. Donna is an American Indian (Tlingit/ Tsimshian)
photographer, artist, poet and aspiring documentary film maker. Together they host
the popular Haiku Chronicles podcast. (http://haikuchronicles.com/)

I e-mail Al and Donna to schedule a time for the interview and we settle on a weekend in late
October. Unfortunately, a freak snow storm hits the Northeastern US that weekend. Using my GPS
and inimitable weather sense I am able to position myself in the middle of the storm for 14 hours as it
moves north from Virginia to New Jersey. Wrecked cars and trucks litter the roadside and there are
frequent delays as the police clear one accident after another. Every few hours I call Al to tell him I
will be delayed another few hours. Finding restrooms proves a major challenge. I pull into one rest
stop only to find that it is nothing more than a large parking area. Undeterred, I hike up the steep
and snowy slope at the edge of the lot in search of a large tree. My immediate problem solved and
feeling somewhat smug, I start down the slope only to lose my footing and slide into a pool of icy
water at the base.
Now grimly determined, I drive on, finally arriving in Bloomfield, New Jersey. It is still snowing and I
pass by the house several times without recognizing it. Al blinks the porch light until I see him, park
the car and come inside. The house is old, but warm and cozy; the ambience eclectic and
unpretentious. Northwest Indian art prints are scattered around comfortable furniture, an antique
desk and a long dining room table. Al and Donna greet me warmly and we sit down to a delicious
dinner of filet mignon wrapped in bacon, salad and vino from the vineyards of Francis Ford Coppola.
We stay up until midnight discussing poetry and people we know. The next morning the conversation
resumes and I suggest we begin recording. When Donna sees my amateurish recording equipment
from Best Buy she tactfully suggests we use hers. I accept her offer with gratitude and we sit down to
work at the dining room table.
PJ: Al, I know you are a student of Beat writers such as Jack Kerouac. How has their work affected
your own writing?
It was through Allen Ginsberg that I became interested in the Beat writers. As a young poet back in
the 60’s, studying their works was an education in modern prose and poetics. Kerouac’s method of
“sketching”, his keen perception and exquisite descriptions of everyday life, was similar to my own
approach as a poet, writing from direct observations. “Clamp the mind down on objects”. (William
Carlos Williams)
PJ: How did you meet Allen Ginsberg?
Al: Allen’s father, Louis, used to write a humorous column for the Newark Star-Ledger called “O-Pun
Mind” during the time I ran the newspaper mailroom. One of the editors who had studied under
Louis at Rutgers brought me a manuscript he had written and asked me to wrap it and send it to the
publisher. When I asked him what it was about he said, “Allen Ginsberg.” “Oh really,” I said, “I write
poetry, too but I’m just starting out.” He offered to bring Louis down to meet me, and one day Louis
saunters into the mail room saying, “I have come to see the young bard!” We hit it off and I told him
I’d like to send him some of my poems to critique. Eventually he invited me over to meet his family
and he and Allen and I began going to poetry readings together. Louis was an old lyric poet. It was
he who pointed out to me that I had to find my own poetic voice. I began writing very short,
minimalistic poems, from direct observation. Later a college friend told me that what I was writing
was haiku and that’s how I started. Think about it; I was a young poet and knew no one else who
wrote poetry. I was a total newcomer. To have poets like Louis and Allen Ginsberg critique my work
was an extraordinary privilege.
[Alan goes over to the desk and returns with several postcards from Allen Ginsberg, one of which is
decorated with a Buddhist drawing. All the postcards have the same mailing address but none of
them are addressed to Alan Pizzarelli. One is addressed to “Alan the Bard” and another to “Alan
Mind Zapper”].
PJ: How did your experience as a musician and a song writer affect your poetry?

Al: As a child I was very talented in art, but for some reason things never worked out for me in the art
world. My paintings were stolen or lost and I missed out on art awards. Even though everyone in the
school knew I should have won the awards, I wasn’t granted them because I didn’t do so well in math.
(laughs) Awards mean little to me now, but as a kid that was kind of hard to take. Then, in the ninth
grade I did a magnificent painting of a geisha, with one brown eye and one green. It was a life-sized,
gorgeous painting and my art teacher kept twisting my arm to get me to submit it to a contest. She
eventually convinced me – and I never saw that painting again. It was things like that that
discouraged me as an artist. I don’t know, maybe someday I’ll go back to it. Fortunately, I had other
talents to pursue.
When I was 14 I started my own rock and roll band. We started out singing on the corners and we
used to sing by the church rectory. One time we were singing an a capella version of “Pennies from
Heaven.” All of a sudden we were drenched by a bucket of water and pennies. The priest yelled,
“There’s your rain and there’s your pennies; now go sing somewhere else!” My ambition was always to
become a recording artist. Although I made my living playing gigs it was always a means to an end.
The lyrics of Chuck Berry and Bob Dylan interested me and I began to write my own song lyrics. That
led to classic poetry and I began to read Dylan Thomas, Edgar Allen Poe and Robert Frost. That’s how
the music led to the words and then to the poetry. The last thing I thought I’d ever be was a poet, but
in poetry everything fell into place for me. It was as if someone on high said, “This is what you are
here to do Pizzarelli; do it!” I traveled, and saw new places, which provided new experiences and
poems. My book Amusement Park, for example, was written when my band did a tour down the
Jersey coast.
PJ: In reading your work it sometimes seems that you have several different personas. Your senryu
range from ribald humor to poems of great tenderness and insight into the human experience. I’m
not sure everyone sees that. I think some of your best poems are the least known.
Al: Well, that’s certainly the case with my book “Senryu Magazine”, where I intentionally take on
different personas. And yes, senryu do range from humor to serious human drama. Each experience
that gives rise to a poem is a thing in itself and has to be treated accordingly. Each is a separate entity
and has its own organic form. Maybe that’s why you see different voices in my poetry. I treat each
experience organically. Most of the time I can spot a poem by Anita (Virgil) or Cor (van den Heuvel)
or Alexis (Rotella) without seeing their names.
Humor has a way of standing out and the jester always steals the show.
I don’t usually know what poem will strike a chord and become popular, sometimes, it’s the one I’d
least expect:
buzzZ
buzzZ

slaP
(Zenryu, 1975)

PJ: Even your humorous poems range from the fairly obvious to those that are more subtle and
tender. Here are a couple of examples, both from your chapbook, Senryu Magazine (2001):
The first is sort of in your face humor, funny but right there:
a UFO
whatever it was
I need a change of underwear

The second example is less well-known:
burying a dead bird
the small boy
hums the wedding march
Al: The small boy was my son Ernest. He loved parakeets; always had them as pets, still does. One day,
the parakeet was walking on the floor and Ernest accidently stepped on it. He was devastated. I said,
“Don’t worry, we’ll give him a nice funeral.” I got a big match box like they used for old fashioned
wooden matches and put a little blanket in there. We placed the parakeet in the box and Earnest
took it out to bury in the yard. But instead of singing a funeral dirge he began humming the wedding
march! (laughs). Moments like that are what make for the best senryu.
PJ: That poem is filled with such tenderness and love. I believe you find people more lovable because
of their foibles.
Al: That’s the reality of the human condition that senryu portray. A poem that makes the reader both
laugh and cry is about as good as a poem can get.
PJ: One of your greatest strengths is your ability as a satirist. The tradition of senryu parodying haiku
is an ancient one but I think you have taken parody to new heights. In one of your best known
parodies you take Nick Virgilio’s classic haiku,
Lily:
out of the water…
out of itself

and turn it into

Lily:
out of the water…
out of her suit.

And then attribute it to Vic Bardilio in your Senryu Magazine!
AP: Yes, that was a parody of haiku magazines. I adopted all these different personas and actually
tried to write some bad poetry and others in the style of some well-known poets. What’s interesting
was, what I wrote was so bad it was good! Funny.
PJ: You not only parody other poets’ haiku, you even parody their senryu! Here’s one I particularly
like:
Trying to
forget him -stabbing potatoes.
Alexis Rotella (Ouch, 2007)

Trying to forget her
grabbing
the melons
Alanis Rigatoni (Senryu Magazine, 2001)

Al: I think one of the most popular parodies I’ve done is the one of Issa and the turnip.
The turnip-puller
Points the way
With a turnip.
Kobayashi Issa
(Blyth, Haiku Autumn-Winter)

the gas station man
points the way
with a gas nozzle
Alan Pizzarelli (City Beat, 1991)

Donna: His parodies cross over to music as well. When we were making the Halloween Extravaganza
episode of Haiku Chronicles he did that spin of I put a spell on you.
Al: Yeah, I do parodies of music and short stories, too. I did a parody of Kafka’s Metamorphosis called
After Reading Kafka in which an insect turns into a human being. Another one is a parody of Poe’s
The Tell Tale Heart, entitled The Tell Tale Trousers. He murders his tailor. (laughs)
PJ: You once wrote a hilarious parody of R. H. Blyth’s History of Haiku and called it History of Senryu.
(Simply Haiku, Autumn 2005) Here’s one of the “death poems” from that piece:
Write me down
As one who loved senryu,
And loose women.
Al: That’s a parody of Shiki’s:
Write me down
as one who loved poetry,
and persimmons.
Shiki
PJ: One of the things I loved about your “History” was that you actually had someone translate your
bad poems into good Japanese.
Al: Yeah, the translator, Yuko Otomo, is a good friend of mine. Yuko’s dad was a poet in Japan but she
didn’t consider herself a translator and said she felt it was a formidable task. I told her to go for it.
When other Japanese translators saw them, they praised her translations.
PJ: Another notable parody was Eskimo Hokum (Senryu Magazine). Here’s a selection from there:
Yupik tik’ gag
piat mmaaritt
neg’ik(v)
k’boom

offering my wife
to the harpooner
she removes her sealskin
he faints

Al: That’s one of the first parodies I did and I read it that at a big haiku reading at Japan House in
1974 or 1975. I made up the Eskimo language. I wanted it to look authentic so I looked at examples
of the Inuit language. Of course it’s Jabberwocky but some of the words are Inuit.
PJ: You once wrote an essay called The Serious Side of Senryu. (Simply Haiku, Autumn, 2006) That
might surprise some who consider senryu to be nothing more than clever three-liners. Do you think
that senryu gets the critical attention it deserves? What areas of senryu need to be explored further?
Al: I used examples from ancient Japanese senryu to show that it isn’t always about humor. Many
people think that senryu is only a little joke or witticism. Certainly some of them are like that. But
some of the finest ones can stand shoulder to shoulder with the best haiku. People have to learn to
appreciate it for what it is and for its surprising breadth of scope. I think there are a lot of people who
ignore senryu or push it aside instead of embracing it, but poets who develop more of an
understanding and appreciation for the genre never want to let it go.
Some haiku magazines publish senryu, but they usually avoid making the distinction between the
poems. That’s very confusing to people. I think it’s very important to make a distinction between the
two genres.

PJ: Tell me how Haiku Chronicles started. I understand it was Donna’s idea.
Al: It was. She said, “Let’s do a podcast.” When she first brought it up I was a little hesitant because I
knew it would be a huge commitment. I don’t think people fully realize how much work goes into
every episode.
PJ: You are as yet totally unfunded. Is that right?
Donna: Yes, all volunteer and Al and I are the volunteers. (laughs). I took a podcast workshop at the
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art in 2006 and was hooked. I listened to podcasts for a few years,
both on NPR and the National Poetry Foundation. I thought we should do a podcast that featured
haiku as well as the other related forms; they’re all so beautiful. We took the name Haiku Chronicles
from the title of Al’s journal.
We began recording on a 4-track music recorder of Al’s. I was a novice and had to learn how to use
the equipment. If you don’t have netting over the microphone the initial “p” sounds of words sound
like popping. The trick is to say them as “b”s, that is, boetry instead of poetry. It worked out well
because of Al’s background in music.
Al: And Donna had the background in computer technology. We started out with a recording of a
poetry reading I had arranged in 1974 and titled it “The Lost Tapes.” The tapes were so badly
damaged we had to buy special equipment to retrieve a good quality of the audio. Then we did an
episode on Basho’s Frog and one thing led to another. We made a trip to Virginia to record Anita and
another to New York to record Yuko Otomo and Hiroaki Sato talk about tanka.
PJ: I see that you’ve recently added video. What ideas do you have for future episodes?
Donna: We’ll continue both audio and video episodes. We want to have more Tea Talks in which we
can discuss poetry in a laid back atmosphere – an Al and Donna’s Kitchen kind of thing.
Al: We’re planning an episode on Visual Poetics that deals with concrete, visual and animated poetry.
Donna: I’m going to do an expanded version of a talk I gave at Haiku North America on American
Indian / Alaskan Native poetry and Japanese haiku because there are a lot of cultural similarities
between the two groups. I’ll do a presentation on some of those commonalities. We share the same
ocean and have similar folklore and weaving techniques. We eat similar food. Even our body types
are similar. Whenever I meet Japanese people we hit it off right away.
When I worked in the fish house in Alaska I wrote that tanka about the salmon roe.
plate of ikura
bring memories of the fish house
boats coming in
knife at the salmon’s belly
careful not break the roe
Haiku Chronicles 22
Sometimes when we’d slit the salmon open we’d find roe and I’d say, “Oh, I’d like to take this home to
my Auntie!” But there was a Japanese gentleman in the fish house and whenever we’d find roe we
would bring it to him. He would bow and place the roe in a beautiful cedar box and ship boxes of
them to Japan that day.
PJ: Are there also similarities in Alaskan Native and Japanese poetic forms?

Donna: One commonality is that the poetry of both cultures draws its inspiration from observations
of nature. A lot of the songs and chants are very short and haiku-like. Some Eskimo chants about
going out to sea and the hunt also resemble haiku.
Al: Here’s a Chippawa poem that shows that similarity:
As my eyes search the prairie
I feel the summer
In the spring
PJ: What about Alaskan Native humor?
Donna: The Yupiks use humor in an interesting way. If there was a feud in the village and two people
weren’t getting along, they would hold a contest to determine who was best at insulting the other.
One insult would trade off another, almost like a poetry slam. The crowd would start laughing and
whoever got the best response was declared the winner. Then the feud was over; it was ended.
PJ: Ahh, a form of conflict resolution unknown in the West. Al, so much of your work is humorous.
Where do you find humor? Where does it come from?
Al: That’s a great mystery. (laughs) What makes people laugh? I can’t tell you. The greatest
comedians can’t tell you.
PJ: I remember that you once said “I don’t go looking for senryu (or haiku for that matter) they find
me.”
Al: Right, I don’t usually sit down and say, “I’m going to write a poem.” It’s seeing into the life of
things. It’s taking things from the source, from reality, from direct observation. Those moments call
out to me, and when they do that’s when I write them down. That’s the greatest source of my poetry
and I think it’s the greatest source of all writing. And those moments come when you least expect
them. I remember once, back in 1971, I experimented with a cut-up method, cutting out hundreds of
individual words from a variety of sources, then randomly picking words out of a hat and arranging
them on a large piece of paper. Needless to say, it produced "poems" that were somewhere in the
vicinity of Andromeda, none of which were very good. However, I suddenly sneezed and the
following three words blew off the page:
Scarecrow
coughs
butterflies
(Zenryu, 1975)
It was sneezed into existence! (laughs)
PJ: Ah yes, the Jatravartid people believe that the god Arkleseizure sneezed the universe into
existence. [Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy ] Al, do you have any advice
for those of us who are just starting out?
Al: Gary Snyder once said that you have to be a craftsperson. Learn your tools and materials. Then
read a lot of poetry so you don’t go around re-inventing the wheel. I think that’s still good advice.
People think that poetic forms limit them; they have to write in free verse. I love free verse but you
have to remember that strict poetic forms also make for power. The forms of haiku and senryu are
limitless in their potential for expression. The imagery changes with the centuries; the rickshaw

becomes a taxi cab but the same idea prevails.
After we finish recording, Al prepares pasta with pepperoni sauce and Donna takes me on a tour of
the business part of the house. Both Al and Donna work out of their home and both have offices on
the second floor. Donna’s office is impressively neat and dominated by a huge flat screen computer.
She shows me the software she uses to edit the sound track of Haiku Chronicles and we watch a clip
of Al doing a spinoff of Bob Dylan’s Subterranean Homesick Blues video. Next to her office is a mini
studio filled with musical instruments and recording equipment. Once the pepperoni sauce is
simmering, Al comes upstairs to show me his office. I look enviously at his collection of poetry books
and we flip through some of his unpublished stories. One is written in a Jabberwocky language; Al
claims it is intelligible but I can’t make heads or tails of it. Another story features a conversation
between wine snobs who become increasingly intoxicated as their wine tasting progresses.
Dinner is served. The pepperoni pasta is delicious and Donna, not to be outdone, adds a
pomegranate salad. Again we stay up until midnight discussing art, literature, philosophy, humor and
the state of the cosmos.
The next morning I get up before dawn and, determined not to awaken my hosts, tiptoe down the
creaking stairs. With coat on and bags in hand I try to unlock the front door. Part of the deadbolt
comes off in my hands but the door remains locked. Unbelieving, I replace the mechanism and try
again. The result is the same. I consider my options. Should I bang on Al and Donna’s bedroom door
and admit that I can’t figure out how to get out of their house? Should I crawl out the window? After
15 minutes of consternation I spot a set of keys on the coffee table. The first key doesn’t fit. Neither
does the second. Then at last, there is a reassuring click as the tumblers fall and the door opens. Snow
covers the trees, bushes, sidewalks and every inch of ground, but the streets are clear. I carefully back
my car out of the driveway and head home to Virginia.

Poems by Alan Pizarelli
at the community hall
one old lady shouts "Bingo"
the others say "shit"
(Senryu Magazine, 2001)

on times square
4 elvises
hailing cabs
(It’s Here! , 1995)

on the road
a possum
not playing possum
(The Windswept Corner, 1999)

eyeing the pretty girl
the vendor man
inflates a long balloon
(The Flea Circus, 1989)

at the traffic light
a man holding a plunger
gets into a taxi
the light turns green they drive off
towards a toilet
(Tanka Blues & Other Poems)

after reading
my son a bedtime story
i go home
(Alan Pizzarelli, Tanka Blues & Other Poems)

Poems by Donna Beaver
now - the village is gone,
but I still hear drums and singing
(Rainforest Poems)

how did we find you
in the black of the ocean
and plan your capture
whitebelly with no eyes
charmed by a halibut hook
(Haiku Chronicles 22)

my body aches for you
as whales sing
beyond the islands
(Rainforest Poems)

bear scat
we link our arms together
to look bigger
(Rainforest Poems)

wild night
combing out the
knots
in my hair
(Simply Haiku, Summer 2009)

Maeve O'Sullivan
enjoying the scent
of the Valentine’s bouquets...
shopping for one

Perry L. Powell
years at this job
outside the office window
the sky burnt alive

Thomas Powell
sunlit room
small black flies
in dried undercoat

last coat of paint
...light reflects
on where I've been

song of youth...
my mood changes
half-way through

misplaced placard
a politician grins
through pondweed

Kala Ramesh
mother quietens us...
her ears tuned in to
our neighbour’s fight

long night
trying to tuck in
my thoughts

viewing a family photograph . . .
each person concerned
about how bad they look

autumn dusk . . .
without any fuss the end
of a yellow leaf

walking the other side
of rush hour traffic
I feel smug
as line after line speeds up
to become a tanka

Liz Rule
old pond
a bullfrog
reflects

Claudette Russell
haiku contest
my entry
falls short

folding your laundry
exactly the way
I want you to be

scraping the windshield
now all the snowflakes
look alike

Claudette Russell

Claudette Russell

Claudette Russell

David Serjeant
Bond theme
the fly on the windscreen
loses its grip

every day
playing at the boating lake
the same old men

smoke alarm
our dance around the kitchen
ends

a sudden shower
my daughter tries each brolly
in the shop

not talking to me
but at the end of her message
x

Ken Slaughter
sitting at last
in my new apartment
I realize
too late...
no toilet paper

a frozen banana
falls to the floor
with a thud...
only in my dreams
could I get so hard

never too old
to start something new
tonight
I have begun
drooling on my pillow

John Soules
thunder approaching we need to talk

groundhog day
the weatherman finally
looks out the window

Craig W. Steele
silver-haired haijin
within his circle
still a newbie

Lucas Stensland
spotted hyena's
hidden lair–
casting from
the cave’s mouth
her tiny penis shadow

a travelling circus
on St. Patrick’s Day
Guinness in her beard

the game show
acts like it’s life or death
different faces every day

she turns
the conversation
to football
I should have listened
to my father more

a minute of hell –
approached by
a Jehovah’s witness

Karyn Stockwell
kleptomania
when it gets out of control
I just take something

Barbara Strang
after he left
a chocolate heart
down her sofa

nothing to do
the single hair
on my chin

André Surridge
two-year-old
the jigsaw pieces don't fit
fuck fuck fuck

in a glass by the bed half of grandma's smile

open coffin
wife number three
straightens his tie

passing the mirror for a moment her mother

Jari Thymian
a town
with too many facelifts
Twilight Zone

in the shadow
of Don Quixote’s statue
a man strolls by
playing
serious air guitar

last night
I dreamt
there was a warrant
out for the arrest
of my pencil

every day
the homeless man
with crusty clothes
works
the crossword

Jari Thymian
after her funeral
making a game
of checking
Mother’s hiding places
for vodka and Virginia Slims

Marie Toole
I bake bread
to see something rise
in the morning

learning computer skills
isn’t easy for seniors
I was just getting
the hang of it
when my mouse died

I searched the world over
to find my Knight
in shining armor.
He turned out to be
the Tin Man.

once negativity
seeps in
it’s all downhill

Christine L. Villa
refusing
to wear bifocals
he blames
the small print

Christine L. Villa

Anita Virgil
awakened
in the winter night
your least touch
gives me shivers
O toilet seat !

the longed-for kiss
blocked
by our eyeglasses

Never lick a steak knife, they say.
Lucky my darling has
no sharp edges.

still talking of politics,
of literature, you casually wrap a towel
around your wet waist . . .
I think only that my National Treasure
is out of sight!

playing
the fields of green,
those birds with
their futures
in soybeans

Anita Virgil
Spitting it out, "Shit!!
How can sour cream go
sour?

writing of treachery
the 2-foot icicle
grows longer

Dick Whyte
just before
dawn
televangelists

waiting
on a table of businessmen
she keeps
telling herself
'think of the tip'

Liam Wilkinson

Christ!
says the old man in the bar
this'll be the
fifth time tonight
I've turned wine into water

she's the one
I tell my parents
when I bring home
the girl with
the Dali moustache

with Plaster of Paris
on his hands
he tells his wife
that he's trading her in
for a younger model

after the chemo
the discomfort
of his skullcap
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